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fina club . fina wood . fina bar . fina lounge
Slender and comfortable:
Shapely Models for Cafeteria and Lounge
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

fina club:
The elegant club armchair –
puristic and reduced to the essentials.
A comfortable fully upholstered shell and solid oak wood foot elements
make fina club an elegant companion for particularly tasteful ambiences.
This club armchair is compelling thanks to its clear and reduced language
of forms and its high level of seating comfort. For the fully upholstered
shell, there’s a choice of premium leather or fabric covers. The foot elements
may be stained in different hues. Thus, they adapt to any modern design
concept. Matching lounge tables are a perfect complement to this series.
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
– Elegant fully upholstered shell
– With premium leather or fabric covers
– Solid oak wood foot elements
– Very high level of seating comfort
– Matching wooden tables available

Areas of application

Overview of models

cafeteria
fina club is a
top-class club
armchair. It enhances
any restaurant,
cafeteria or hotel
lobby.

fina club
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Elegant and inviting –
this club chair
emphasizes the design
concept of Hotel 47° in
Constance with its warm
earth hues.

Elegant and comfortable.
The ideal club chair for any
tasteful ambience.
The fina club chair has an elegant fully upholstered shell
featuring a fabric or leather cover. Its solid oak wood legs can
optionally be stained in different colours. Its puristic design is
reduced to the essentials. This makes it the ideal club chair to
blend into any tasteful and modern ambience. Whether it’s in
restaurants, hotels, cafés or top-class reception areas: the fina
club armchair complements any modern interior with its clear
design language.

6861/A

fina club
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A truly noble piece.
fina club – the table.
The premium design quality is obvious even at first glance. This
wooden table is immediately exciting, thanks to its shape, material
and workmanship. The strikingly oblique angle of its legs and their
slightly conical profile with the pronounced outward curvature
clearly show the design affinity with seating furniture of the fina
wood and fina club series. The apparent contrast between the stable
legs and the delicate table top edges deliberately creates an unusually
exciting look. As well as unexpected stability – for table top and legs
are firmly connected by a special metal bracket.
Upon request, the table tops get treated with a special nano-technology finish, resulting in an extravagant, matt lacquer look. On top of
this, such a surface is a guarantor of longevity – even when subjected
to intense wear and tear. For it is not only resistant to abrasion and
light, but also water repellent and easy to clean.

A unique character
istic feature of this
table is the specially
rounded table top
edge made of
bevelled MDF – the
fina club edge (FCK).
It brings about this
unmistakable
lightness of the
table tops which –
depending on the
application purpose –
are available in
different formats and
sizes.

fina club
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fina wood:
Apparent contrasts combine to form
an interesting entity.
A shapely oak wood frame providing an exciting contrast to the highquality fina plastic shell – that’s fina wood. This stackable four-legged chair
is compelling thanks to its fluent and elegant lines made possible by innovative laminated wood technology. fina wood is also available with a
wooden shell as well as with or without armrests. For even more seating
comfort, there’s a choice of several upholstery variants.
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
– Complementing the fina series
– Innovative laminated wood technology
– With or without armrests
– High-quality plastic or wood shell
– Different upholstery variants
– Exciting design
– Stackable
– Matching bar stool

Areas of application
cafeteria

universal

When fina wood
is deployed in
gastronomy,
it will convince
guests and
service personnel
alike – thanks to
its elegant
comfort and
easy-to-clean
surfaces.
It is lightweight,
yet stable.

fina wood also
strikes a fine
figure in any
common room.
It is just perfect
for a discerning
ambience. Even
in a nursing
home. For this
stylish chair is
both cosy and
easy-to-clean.

Overview of models

fina wood
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The perfect combination of
high-quality plastic and classy
wrought wood.
The particular charm of fina wood consists in its combining the
high-quality fina plastic shell with a beautifully shaped oak wood
frame. Thus fina wood perfectly complements the versatile fina
series. A further distinctive feature is the innovative laminated
wood technology with its continuous oak veneer layers, giving the
impression of solid wood. This technology allows extremely slim
cross-sections. The shaped wood from domestic forestry is
splinter-free, robust, and thanks to its smooth surface easy to clean.
The chair is lightweight yet sturdy.

6808

Thanks to invisible
connections,
nothing disturbs
the fluent lines of
the wood frames.

6808/A

fina wood
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The shell is perfectly embedded in the rib frame. This makes the
chair look good from all sides. The shell is available as a noblelooking plastic version or made of oak wood, with a finish of
several matt lacquered stained hues. In addition, the wooden shell
is available in a selection of different upholstery variants that
provide even more seating comfort. With or without armrests –
both design versions are stackable, even alternatingly.

Different
upholstery variants
make fina wood even
more comfortable.

6802
with seat
6802

liner

6822/A

6802
through liner

6832/A

fina wood
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fina bar:
The perfect complement for any cafeteria.
fina bar with its puristic design is the ideal companion for relaxed
communication, making it perfect for any cafeteria. The series is convincing
thanks to its felicitous combination of a high-quality plastic shell with
a shapely oak wood frame. But fina bar is able to do even more: The bar
stool is also available with a sled-base frame or a metal four-legged frame.
For particular seating comfort, the plastic shell is also available in a fully
upholstered version. It’s just always a perfect match for the fina series.
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
– Bar stools matching the fina series
– Metal sled-base frame or four-legged frame made of solid wood or metal
– Puristic design
– Seat/seat shell available in different versions

Areas of application

Overview of models

cafeteria
Thanks to its puristic
design and the
many frame variants,
fina bar fits in any
cafeteria.

fina bar
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The robust and puristic
cafeteria complement.
Variety – that’s a hallmark of the fina series. Matching the fina
models equipped with a plastic shell, there’s now also a bar stool.
Its significant design feature is its puristic plastic shell. Thanks to
the three frame variants, it fits in a wide range of design concepts.
The four-legged solid oak wood frame has a noble look, offering
an interesting contrast to the robust plastic shell. This variant is
the perfect companion for fina wood and many other wood
frame series.

In addition to the
puristic plastic shell,
fina bar is also
available in a
fully upholstered
version – for special
seating comfort.

6801
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fina bar

6811

The delicate stackable sled-base frame made of chromed
round steel comes across as light and reduced to the essentials.
Less is more: the sled-base frame’s purist design has the shell
seemingly float in mid-air. The shell is made of easy-to-clean plastic
and available in three colours. With a fully upholstered shell, the bar
stool is particularly comfortable.

Monochrome plastic shell
white
stone
lava

Delicate and
reduced to the
essentials:
the sled-base
frame made of
chromed round
steel tubes.

6451

6461

fina bar
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fina bar is also available with a four-legged frame made of round
steel tube and a shaped beech wood shell tapered towards the edges.
The frame is flared towards the feet to ensure a high degree of
stability. The shell bolt connections are invisible, with a central flat
steel shell retainer. Optionally, the shell is also available with oak
veneer finish, as well as with different upholstery variants, e.g. seat
liner or through liner.

Perfect
combination:
fina bar featuring
a shaped beech
wood shell and
oak cover veneer
with matte lacquer
finish, with a
stand-up table
from the fina
conference series.

fina bar
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fina lounge:
The easy chair for relaxed waiting – slim and comfortable.
Perfectly suited for the lounge area: fina lounge, an easy chair sporting
the typically light fina design – surprising with extraordinary seating
comfort. The fully upholstered shell is wider than usual, yet comes across
as slim, harmonising excellently with the conference chairs of the finasoft
series. In order to provide even more comfort, the easy chair can optionally be equipped with an automatic return mechanism. Matching side
tables are available, also with an aluminium base and round table tops in
different versions.
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
–C
 omfortable lounge armchair with an extra-wide seat, also available as a
high-back version
– Very slim silhouette
– Extraordinary seating comfort
– Premium look and feel thanks to high-quality upholstery and aluminium foot
– Optionally equipped with automatic return mechanism
– Also available with fully upholstered armrests
–A
 lso available: matching stool as foot rest or piece of seating furniture in its own right
–C
 omplement: matching side tables

Areas of application

Overview of models

lounge
Extraordinarily
pleasant seating
comfort: fina lounge
is perfectly suited for
relaxed waiting.

fina lounge
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Relaxation for staff and guests.
fina lounge offers a wide range of design options – making for
an individually equipped lounge area. The slender easy chair is
also available with closed, fully upholstered armrests, while the
ergonomic, fully upholstered shell in all its versions ensures top
seating comfort. Whether on its own, as a group, or combined
with matching side tables: fina lounge creates the right atmosphere
for relaxed waiting and communicating.

Matching stool as
foot rest or piece of
seating furniture in
its own right

Side tables:
with round table
tops – in a choice
of glass or wood.
Wood table top
surface: HPL or oak
veneer.

6742 | 6742/AG | 6791/1

Made to order:
fina lounge is
optionally available
also as a comfortable
high-back version,
with automatic
return mechanism,
and in all colours and
materials of the
standard range.

6744/A

fina lounge
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6802

6401
6808

6861/A

6802

6451

6871

6822/A

6461

fina club . Easy chair
Solid oak wood legs, stained according
to oak standard range, matt lacquered,
fully upholstered
fina club . Table
Solid oak or beech wood table legs,
stained according to standard range,
matt or clear lacquered, screwed to the
table top with particular inserted steel
fittings, table top HPL-coated, oak
veneer or NTB (Nano Tec Brunner), FCK
edge

fina wood
4-legged frame made of bonded
laminated oak wood, stained, matt
lacquered, with and without armrests,
different shell variants: plastic or
laminated oak shell, not upholstered,
with seat liner or through liner; fully
upholstered shell, quilted, also available
as high-back chair

fina bar 6401 . 6411
Sled-base frame, chromed, moulded
beech plywood seat, clear lacquer
finish, stained or fully upholstered,
invisible connection
fina bar 6451 . 6461
Sled-base, chromed, plastic shell,
invisible connection or fully upholstered

6801

6811

fina bar 6801 . 6811
4-legged frame made of solid oak
wood, stained according to oak
standard range, matt lacquered,
plastic shell in white, stone or lava,
not upholstered or fully upholstered
(quilted)

6421

fina bar 6421
4-legged frame, not stackable,
made of round steel tubes, chromed,
splayed at the bottom, with central flat
steel shell retainer. Moulded beech
plywood shell, tapered to the outside,
horizontal beech veneer, clear
lacquered or stained, invisible
connection or with through liner

6742

6744

6742/A

6744/A

6742/AG

6744/AG

6791/1

6747

fina lounge . Lounge chair
4-star base, polished aluminium,
standing column chromed,
ergonomic fully upholstered shell,
with open, closed or without armrests,
plastic gliders

fina lounge . High-back chair
4-star base, polished aluminium,
standing column chromed,
ergonomic fully upholstered shell,
with open, closed or without armrests,
plastic gliders

fina lounge . Lounge table
4-star base, polished aluminium,
standing column chromed,
various table top options

fina lounge . Stool
4-star base, polished aluminium,
standing column chromed,
fully upholstered seat, plastic gliders

fina lounge . fina wood . fina bar . fina club . Overview
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fina club

Easy chair
•
•
•
•

Fully upholstered shell
Solid oak wood legs
Stained according to oak standard range, matt lacquered
Plastic gliders

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6861/A

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

58.5/59.5/81/46

Weight in kg

9.8

fina club

Four-legged table
• S olid oak or beech wood table legs, stained according
to standard range, matt or clear lacquered
• Inset and mounted to the table top with special steel fittings
• Circumferentially bevelled edge FCK, lacquered to match
the table top

• Optional: table top with veneer or decor NTB
(Nano Tec Brunner)
• Plastic gliders
• Various table top options and shapes available

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6871/0

6871/0

6871/1

6871/0

6871/8

Edge

FCK

FCK

FCK

FCK

FCK

Table height

74 cm

74 cm

74 cm

74 cm

74 cm

Table top thickness

30 mm

30 mm

30 mm

30 mm

30 mm

Table top surface

HPL

HPL

HPL

HPL

HPL

Table top shape

Square

Rectangle

Circle

Soft square

Super ellipsis

Dimensions in cm

80/80
90/90
100/100

160/80 1)
180/90 1)
200/100 1)

ø 120
ø 140

80/80
90/90
100/100

160/80 1)
180/90 1)
200/100 1)

1) incl. reinforcement bar

FCK edge

fina wood

Shell chairs with and without armrests
• F rame made of bonded laminated oak wood,
stained according to oak standard range, matt lacquered
• With and without armrests
• Laminated oak shell, horizontally veneered,
tapered off towards the outside, invisible connections
• Not upholstered, with seat liner or through liner
• Plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6802
stackable

6802/A
stackable

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

50.5/58.5/85/45,5

58.5/58.5/85/45.5

Weight in kg

4.8

5.8

Number of chairs (stack)

5

5

fina wood

Shell chairs with and without armrests
• F rame made of bonded laminated oak wood,
stained according to oak standard range, matt lacquered
• With and without armrests
• Plastic shell in the colours of the Colour Collection
• Not upholstered, with seat liner or through liner
• Plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6808
stackable

6808/A
stackable

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

50.5/58.5/85/45.5

58.5/58.5/85/45.5

Weight in kg

5.8

6.8

Number of chairs (stack)

5

5

fina club . fina wood . Appendix
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fina wood

Shell chairs with and without armrests
• F rame made of bonded laminated oak wood,
stained according to oak standard range, matt lacquered
• With and without armrests
• Shell fully upholstered, quilted
• Plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6822
stackable

6822/A
stackable

6832/A
stackable

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

50.5/58.5/85/46

58.5/58.5/85/46

58.5/64.5/98.5/46

Weight in kg

5.0

6.0

7.5

Number of chairs (stack)

4

4

4

fina bar

Bar stool
• F rame made of solid oak wood,
stained according to oak standard range, matt lacquered
• Plastic shell in the colours of the Colour Collection
white, stone or lava
• Not upholstered, or fully upholstered and quilted
• Plastic gliders

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6801
not stackable

6811
not stackable

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

43/43/94/78

43/43/94/78

Weight in kg

4.8

4.9

• Protection of registered designs

fina bar

Bar stool
• S led-base frame, chromed
• Plastic shell in the colours of the Colour Collection
white, stone or lava
• Not upholstered, or fully upholstered and quilted

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6451
stackable

6461
stackable

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

47.5/46.5/94/78

47.5/46.5/94/78

Weight in kg

6.7

6.8

Number of chairs (stack)

3

3

fina bar

Bar stool
• Sled-base frame, chromed
• Beech wood seat, clear lacquered or upholstered
• Without gliders for carpeted floors

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6401
not upholstered

6411
fully upholstered

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

41/41/78/78

41/41/78/78

Weight in kg

6.0

6.1

fina bar

Bar stool
• 4-legged frame, not stackable,
made of round steel tube, ø 18 x 2 mm, chromed
• Splayed at the bottom
• Central flat steel shell retainer
• Moulded beech plywood shell, tapered to the outside,
horizontally veneered, clear lacquered
• Not upholstered, with seat or through liner,
invisible connections
• Articulated plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6421

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

46/50/105/78

Weight in kg

6.0

fina wood . fina bar . Appendix
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fina lounge

Lounge chair
•
•
•
•
•

 -star base
4
Polished aluminium
Standing column chromed
Fully upholstered shell
Plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6742

6742/A

6742/AG

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

60/72/76/42

69/72/76/42

79/72/76/42

Weight in kg

12.0

14.5

14.5

fina lounge

High-back lounge chair, stool
•
•
•
•
•

4-star base
Polished aluminium
Standing column chromed
Fully upholstered shell
Plastic gliders

• Protection of registered designs

Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Model

6744

6744/A

6744/AG

6747

Model dimensions (total width, depth,
height and seat height) in cm

60/73/113/42

69/73/113/42

79/73/113/42

58/58/42/42

Weight in kg

17.5

20.0

20.0

9.0

fina lounge

Lounge table
•
•
•
•
•

4-star base
Polished aluminium
Standing column chromed
Table top thickness 20 mm
Table top surface HPL or veneer, stained to
standard oak range, matt lacquered or one layer ESG
glass table top, 10 mm, black lacquered

Model
Edge

6791/1
BK/BKS

Table height in cm

38 (glass table top) / 40 (HPL or oak veneer)

Table top thickness in mm

10 (glass table top) / 20 (HPL or oak veneer)

Table top shape
Dimensions in cm

Circle
80, 100

• Protection of registered designs

Please Note
Please consult the current price list for details, prices and terms
of business. Technical modifications, errors and colour variations
reserved. Some models are depicted as special editions that are
subject to an extra charge.
Wood is a natural product. For our furniture series we use only
high-quality wood from sustainable forest management.
Despite carefully selecting the wood, colour variations may occur.
Differences in colour and structure are not a valid return reason
but an expression of the individual character of wooden furniture.

Imprint
Product design:
Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
Photography:
bildhübsche fotografie . Andreas Körner, Stuttgart
Udo Kipper . Büro für Gestaltung, Darmstadt
Copy:
petra blank text, Darmstadt
Thomas Hobein, Darmstadt
Design:
antes und merkle . büro für gestaltung, Darmstadt
Picture editing:
Yellow 4media GmbH, Darmstadt
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